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CORPUS LINGUISTICS (IN 2022)



CORPUS LINGUISTICS 

 is a research approach in the study of spoken 

and written discourse, supporting empirical, 

frequency-based investigations of naturally 

occurring language-in-use. 

Biber, Reppen, and Friginal (2010)
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Goals & Objectives

>CORPORA and PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION

> to examine frequency-based linguistic distributions 
from specialized corpora of English professional 
[spoken] communication



HONG KONG CORPUS OF SPOKEN ENGLISH (HKCSE)

Sub-Registers of the HKCSE

• Academic Sub-Corpus

• Business Sub-Corpus

• Conversation Sub-Corpus

• Public Sub-Corpus



RCPCE Profession-Specific Corpora
(Served 26,765, unique users as of 27 October 2022)

Professional Communication English 
Corpora 

Hong Kong Corpus of Surveying and Construction 
Engineering

Hong Kong Engineering  Corpus

Hong Kong Financial Services Corpus

Hong Kong Policy Address Corpus

Hong Kong Corpus of Corporate Governance 
Reports

Hong Kong Corpus of Corruption Prevention

Political and Governmental Addresses 
Corpora

Addresses by the Hong Kong Governors and the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Chief 
Executives

Speeches by the Republic of China (Taiwan) 
Presidents

Reports on the work of the government by the 
Premier of the State Council, People's Republic of 
China

Hong Kong Budget Corpus

香港總督及香港特別行政區行政長官施政報告

國務院總理政府工作報告



Goals & Objectives

>INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

>to use a framework of corpus-based (critical) 
discourse analysis in exploring the discursive 
practices across the cultural structures and 
task dimensions of these domains



Potential stage cycle for corpus-assisted discourse analysis of SPOKEN 
CORPORA, adapted from Friginal (2008), 

Baker (2006), Baker et al. (2008), and Friginal and Hardy (2014) 

START HERE

Add pronunciation-specific 

data here (e.g., measures 

from Praat, ELAN, others).



Goals & Objectives

>POLICY & PEDAGOGIC APPLICATION

> to discuss policy applications (or question existing 
macro/micro language policies) and pedagogical 
implications, especially ideas for materials 
production for professionals in training programs 
and learners in the classroom



Language Policy and Planning

> The field of language policy and planning (LPP) is concerned with the 
policies both explicit and implicit that influence what languages are 
spoken when, how, and by whom, as well as the values and rights
associated with those languages (Stemper & King, 2017).

> LPP scholars focus on understanding the development of both top-
down and bottom-up language policies, but also their implementation 
and impact at local, regional, and national levels (Hult, 2016). 



Corpora in the Classroom



CORPORA, WORKPLACE DISCOURSE, & POLICY



The 
DIALECTICAL

Approach 
(Martin & Nakayama, 2017)

THEORY: Intercultural 
communication is both cultural and 
individual, personal and contextual, 
characterized by differences and 
similarities, static and dynamic, 
oriented to both the present and 
the past, and characterized by both 
privilege and disadvantage.



SPECIALIZED SPEECH CORPORA

 Global Aviation [i.e., aeronautical communication –

pilots vs. ATCs, “aviation English”]

 Outsourced Call Centers [Business Process Outsourcing]

 International Maritime Industry [i.e., maritime communication]

 Multicultural Workplaces in the U.S.

 U.S. Health Care Industry [Doctors/Nurses-Patients Interactions] 

 Hotel and Customer Service Industry

 Augmentative/Alternative Communication (AAC) in the Workplace

 U.S.  Academia [ITAs, Foreign-Born Professors-Students Interactions]



The Wellington Corpus of Spoken New 

Zealand English



Call Center Outsourcing in 
the Philippines, India, and 
Latin American Countries 



Over the last 50 years, the 

Philippines has grown to become 

a leading global provider of 

maritime professionals and is 

subsequently considered to be 

the seafaring capital of the world 

(Cu, 2017).  There are over 

400,000 Filipino seafarers globally, 

serving in over 80,000 vessels 

(Ramos, 2016).





Cross-Cultural Features 
of International Aviation  
Discourse Domains





COMMONALITIES 

▪ English L1 and L2 speaker (NNS vs. NS, if you may) cross-cultural 
interactions

▪ Miscommunication, linguistic attitudes/perceptions, power, and roles 
(hierarchies)

▪ Performance evaluations [or assessment of quality of service]

▪ Technology-mediated communication 

▪ Globalized, multi-national industries

CURRENT CORPUS-BASED LIMITATIONS

➢ Smaller sample sizes, so far
➢ Contractual obligations with research data; corpora not often allowed to be shared with other researchers
➢ Restrictions: private assessment data, use of audio/video files, speaker information



AVIATION & MARITIME COMMUNICATION

AVIATION

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION 
ORGANIZATION (ICAO)

MARITIME

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME 
ORGANIZATION (IMO)

United Nations Agencies for Global Aviation and Shipping



Embry-Riddle, Georgia State University, & PolyU

Jennifer Roberts Elizabeth Mathews

Malila Prado Andy Schneider

GEIA - Grupo de Estudos em Inglês 

Aeronáutico (Aeronautical English Research 

Group)

Dominique Estival, Western Sydney University



CROSS-TALK BETWEEN PILOTS 

& AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS

Some Fatal Airplane Crashes Attributed to Language 
Difficulties:

o 1990, New York, 73 deaths; miscommunication on “fuel 
shortage”

o 1993, China, 16 deaths; Chinese pilot misunderstood the 
meaning of “PULL-UP”

o 1995, Colombia, 159 deaths; controller was not able to 
provide accurate/clear instructions in English

o 1996, India, 349 deaths; Hindi controller, Arab pilot, Kazakh 
co-pilot – English interaction 

o 1999, Kosovo 24 deaths, Italian pilot did not understand 
computer generated warning [in English]



COLLECTING YOUR OWN CORPUS OF AVIATION 

DISCOURSE



(SOCIO)LINGUISTIC APPLICATIONS: POLITENESS IN AE

 Question: How do (global) regulators, training institutions, 

teachers/trainers see the role of politeness features in AE?

 Micro Language Policy: Aviation: Textbooks, classroom activities = 

politeness/mitigation = indirect language = not encouraged.

 Macro Language Policy: Aviation – Current language monitoring, 

assessment, and training practices through the ICAO.



… ON POLITENESS IN AVIATION COMMUNICATION

 ICAO standards require that routine communication (e.g., between pilots and 
controllers) be conducted solely in prescribed phraseology. 

 As politeness is not part of that phraseology aviation interlocutors may 
consider it superfluous and unnecessary (Ishihara & Prado, 2021).

 Politeness markers are impeding communication efficiency and detracting from 
conciseness in communication (Moder, 2013; Howard, 2008).

 Utterances introducing a new topic are more likely to fail if they are mitigated than if 
they are direct (Linde, 1988).

 Suggestions by a crew member to the captain are more likely to fail if they are 
mitigated than if they are direct (Linde, 1988).



MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

To establish the co-occurrence of linguistic features in 
outsourced call center interactions and aviation 
language, and to compare the distribution of these co-
occurring features across registers and speaker groups. 

Factor analysis is a multivariate statistical procedure that identifies systematic co-occurrence 

patterns in a set of variables. Essentially, a factor analysis is a method of data reduction: it reduces a 

large set of variables into a smaller set of aggregated factors by determining which of these variables 

pattern similarly across the dataset (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2008)



Second Person Pronouns .674

Word Length .655

Filled Pauses .606

Please .519

Nouns .510

Possibility Modals .414

Nominalizations .399

Length of Utterance .389

Let’s [let us] .381

Thanks .310

Ma’am/Sir .307

------------------------------------------------------

Pronoun It -.671

First Person Pronouns -.655

Past Tense Verbs -.610

That Deletion -.517

Private Verbs -.439

WH Clauses -.393

Perfect Aspect Verbs -.358

I mean/You know -.340

Verb Do -.320

Markers of Elaboration and Information Density

Politeness 
Markers

Addressee-Focused

Involved
Production

Personal 
Narrative

Dimension 1

Figure 1. LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF POLITE DISCOURSE USING MULTIDIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS



Dimension 1 Scale: All 7 Registers

ADDRESSEE-FOCUSED, POLITE, AND ELABORATED INFORMATION

3.0

2.0

1.0

0       ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-1.0

-2.0

-3.0

INVOLVED AND SIMPLIFIED NARRATIVE

All Call Centers (3.216)

U.S. AAC-Non-AAC Workplace Corpus (-0.221)

U.S. Health Care (-1.812)

Data Standardized
[z-scores]

U.S. Workplaces (-2.467)

U.S. Academia [with ITA data] (-0.175)

Maritime Industry (1.967)

Global Aviation (2.211)

Three Radio/Phone-
based Registers



Dimension 1 Scale: Call Centers and Aviation

2.0

1.5

1.0

.5 All Agents (OUTSOURCED)

0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Call Center

-.5 All U.S. Callers

-1.0 Switchboard Call

-1.5 American Conversation

INVOLVED AND SIMPLIFIED NARRATIVE

PHILIPPINE AGENTS (1.121)

INDIAN AGENTS (-0.432)

U.S.-BASED AGENTS (-1.467)

South American Pilots (1.245)

US Pilot Trainees (-1.012)

Data Standardized
[z-scores]

Other Comparison 
Conversation 

Corpora

SE Asian Pilots (3.033)

ADDRESSEE-FOCUSED, POLITE, AND ELABORATED INFORMATION

Chinese Pilots (2.001)

US Pilots (.27)

US AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 
(-1.77)



Dimension 1 Scale: Aviation

2.0

1.5

1.0

.5

0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.5

-1.0

-1.5

INVOLVED AND SIMPLIFIED NARRATIVE

South American Pilots (1.245)

US Pilot Trainees (-1.012)

Data Standardized
[z-scores]

SE Asian Pilots (3.033)

ADDRESSEE-FOCUSED, POLITE, AND ELABORATED INFORMATION

Chinese Pilots (2.001)

US Pilots (.27)

US AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 
(-1.77)









RADIOTELEPHONY

 “Plain language” is used when 

phraseology is not sufficient

 Voice-only, non-visual format (no 

facial cues or body language) 

 Precision and conciseness are 

highly valued; emphasis on content 

accuracy over linguistic form 



AVIATION PHRASEOLOGY

“Climb to flight level three three zero” vs “Climb to three three zero” 

Corpus Data: 68% of information about flight level 

done with non-standard phraseology  



A “RIGHT” DEVIATION OR THE RIGHT DEVIATION?

 Corpus: Cockpit Voice Recordings (CVR) from National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) (66,818 words)

 Accidents since 2007

 The polysemic word ‘right’ appeared only 18.2% of the time with the meaning 
of direction (as prescribed by The Manual of Radiotelephony). 

 ~80% of occurrence referred used as focusing modifier, manner adjunct, discourse 
marker, “alright” 

 “turn right here” – direction or focusing modifier? 

 “two five right?” – direction or manner? 
Swinehart (2013) 

Tosqui-Lucks (2017)



MATERIALS DESIGN & CORPORA IN AE

 Friginal, E. and Roberts, J. (2022). Materials Design and Corpora in the Classroom. Edited by Reka

Jablonki and Eniko Csomay. The Routledge Handbook of Corpora and Language Teaching and Learning. 

New York: Routledge.

 What are the research questions corpus linguistics can contribute to in aviation English teaching?

• What are the differences between the radiotelephony used in ab initio (i.e., student pilots) flight training radiotelephony and 

commercial flights? 

• How can corpus research illustrate the use of less-frequent, but highly valuable, language used in non-routine radio 

communications?

• What are the characteristics of the language used during emergencies?

• What vocabulary load/coverage is required for ATC communication in emergencies?



BUILDING A SPOKEN CORPUS OF FLIGHT TRAINING 

ACTIVITIES

 Corpus of Flight Training (CFT) Schneider and Udell (2021) –

ERAU-GSU

 1. What are the situational factors that influence spoken interactions between flight students 

and flight instructors?

 2. What are the linguistic features that characterize the spoken language used in flight training?

 3. How does language function in the various stages of flight training, and are there distinctive 

differences between stages?

 4. How does the language of flight training compare with other spoken registers (e.g. 

conversational English, academic conversation, professional Aviation English)?



Continuing Research Goals and Objectives

▪ Describe the cross-cultural features [and characteristic linguistic 
distributions] of aviation English

▪ Understand register variation and the influence of sociolinguistic factors 
such as role/relationships, power, and identities to speakers in various task-
based communicative domains. 

▪ Explore practical and pedagogical implications: 

-- How to use CL data to aid performance assessment?
-- How to develop training materials?
-- Exploring the “native speaker norm” in this domains?
-- What are macro policy implications of results? 



CORPORA AND ASSESSMENT IN AE

 International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Language Proficiency Requirements (LPRs) 

 Operational Level 4: “minimum level acceptable to ensure safe operations”

Level Pronunciation Structure Vocabulary Fluency Comprehension Interaction

Operational 4

Pronunciation, stress, 

rhythm, and intonation 

are influenced by the 

first language or 

regional variation but 

only sometimes 

interfere with ease of 

understanding

Basic grammatical 

structures and sentence 

patterns are used 

creatively and are usually 

well controlled. Errors 

may occur, particularly in 

unusual or unexpected 

circumstances, but rarely 

interfere with meaning.

Vocabulary range and 

accuracy are usually 

sufficient to 

communicate effectively 

on common, concrete, 

and work-related topics. 

Can often paraphrase 

successfully when 

lacking vocabulary in 

unusual or unexpected 

circumstances. 

Produces stretches of 

language at an 

appropriate tempo. 

There may be 

occasional loss of 

fluency on transition 

from rehearsed or 

formulaic speech to 

spontaneous 

interaction, but this 

does not prevent 

effective 

communication. Can 

make limited use of 

discourse markers or 

connectors. Fillers are 

not distracting.

Comprehension is mostly 

accurate on common, 

concrete, and work-

related topics when the 

accent or variety used is 

sufficiently intelligible for 

an international 

community of users. 

When the speaker is 

confronted with a 

linguistic or situational 

complication or an 

unexpected turn of 

events, comprehension 

may be slower or require 

clarification strategies. 

Responses are usually 

immediate, appropriate, 

and informative. Initiates 

and maintains exchanges 

even when dealing with 

an unexpected turn of 

events. Deals adequately 

with apparent 

misunderstandings by 

checking, confirming, or 

clarifying. 
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